Junior High E-Learning Choice Board
Math

Language Arts

Social Studies

Science

Specials

Pick 10 words from the
current or next Wordly
Wise lesson and write a
sentence for each
showcasing the meaning
of the word. - 60 minutes

Choose a topic we have
discussed and create a
neat, colorful poster
highlighting the important
events and ideas. - 60
minutes

Create a trading card
similar to a baseball card
on any scientist. Be sure
to include a picture of the
scientist and detailed
information about their life
and accomplishments. 60 minutes

PE
Challenge a family
member to a pushup
contest.

Create a 10 question quiz
on the current math unit.
They quiz must include 3
word problems. An
answer key must be
included. - 60 minutes

Type on Google Docs a
personal narrative about
what you did on your
Snow Day. Include all the
elements of the plot
structure: exposition,
rising action, climax,
falling action, and
conclusion. This should
be written in first person
point-of-view. Include
dialogue. - 60 minutes

Choose one person we
have studied whom you’d
like to interview. Create a
set of 10 meaningful
questions to ask. Tell
why you would want to
interview this person.
What would you want to
tell him/her about from
your time period? - 60
minutes

Complete teacher
assigned Amplify lesson.
Check on Remind for
specific lesson - 60
minutes

Art
Draw something from Art
For Kids Hub

Measure 3 rooms in your
house. Draw a sketch of
the rooms. Find the
Perimeter, Area, and
Volume of each room. 60 minutes

Read the E lesson story
from the current or next
Wordly Wise lesson and
complete the questions
using complete
sentences, all vocabulary
words, and underline the
evidence for each answer
in the story. - 60 minutes

Create a trading card
similar to a baseball card
on any historical figure.
Be sure to include a
picture of the historical
figure and detailed
information about their life
and accomplishments. 60 minutes

Watch Science Channel
or National
Geographic
Channel. Select a show
and write 20 facts in
complete sentences that
you have learned from the
show. - 60 minutes

Music
(Choose 1)
Sing two songs from
music class to someone.

Complete 2 iReady Math
lessons at your level. - 60
minutes

See how long you can run
in place.

Draw a Winter Landscape

Compose a 16-beat
rhythm and clap it for
someone.
Check out the Schoology
activity.

Complete 2 IXL Skills, 1
Create your own parts of
skill in Statistics (6th - HH, speech worksheet using

Use a t-chart to explore
the two different

Complete Hot Topic
Science Article

Media
Click this link

7th - CC, 8th - DD) and 1
skill in Probability (6th - II,
7th - DD, 8th - EE). - 60
minutes

the theme Snow Day by
writing 15 sentences,
underlining one word, and
providing two possible
choices for the word’s
part of speech. (Just like
the Parts of Speech Apple
or Parts of Speech Turkey
activities done in class.)
Add a drawing to be
colored for extra credit. 60 minutes

viewpoints on a current
event. Which group
would you side with and
why? - 60 minutes

Worksheet. Find an
article and complete all
questions. - 60 minutes

https://protopage.com/lara
way70c#6th_Grade and
practice keyboarding for
15 minutes. Once that is
done, spend 25 minutes
on an activity you have
enjoyed previously in
Technology class.

Play Prodigy for 60
minutes.

Complete the teacher
assigned iReady lesson.
Check Remind for specific
assignment. - 60 minutes

Compare and contrast
how the new school has
impacted the community.
Make a detailed Venn
Diagram using complete
sentences. - 60 minutes.

Plan an experiment on
your science topic of
choice. Write up the full
science lab including
question, hypothesis,
step-by-step procedure,
and details on how you
would collect the data. 60 minutes

Spanish
Choose 2 review sections
on Quizziz from this page.
Send a picture of your
results to your teacher via
Remind. You must get at
least a 75%. -60 minutes
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